ALL PHOTOS MUST BE CREDITED AS FOLLOW
(UNLESS COPYRIGHT IS ALREADY WATERMARKED ON IMAGE):

Courtesy of Omega Institute for Holistic Studies, Rhinebeck, NY, eOmega.org

SUGGESTED PHOTO CAPTIONS:

• Photo Name: OCSL South Side
  -Suggested Caption: The Omega Center for Sustainable Living is a net zero energy building, generating more electricity than it consumes.

• Photo Name: OCSL East Side
  -Suggested Caption: The Omega Center for Sustainable Living includes a greenhouse, an Eco-Machine™, constructed wetland, and a classroom which are open year-round to the public for tours.

• Photo Name: OCSL North Side
  -Suggested Caption: The Omega Center for Sustainable Living was the first green building in the United States to achieve both LEED® Platinum and Living Building Challenge™ certification.

• Photo Name: OCSL Eco Machine™
  -Suggested Caption: The Omega Center for Sustainable Living Eco Machine™ cleans and reclaims all of Omega Institute’s campus wastewater using zero chemicals and net zero energy, by mimicking the processes of the natural world.

• Photo Name: OCSL Rendering 1
  -Suggested Caption: Architectural Rendering of the Omega Center for Sustainable Living, designed by BNIM in 2009.

• Photo Name: OCSL Rendering 2
  -Suggested Caption: Architectural Rendering of the Omega Center for Sustainable Living, designed by BNIM in 2009.